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Supreme Court Act 1995 (Qld) s 253 – whether refusal to stay execution of costs 
is an order “as to costs only” – whether leave to appeal required 
Written submissions – not received after oral hearing without leave 
In Virgtel Ltd v Zabusky [2009] QCA 92 the Queensland Court of Appeal 
considered the scope of an order “as to costs only” within the meaning of s 253 of the 
Supreme Court Act 1995 (Qld) (‘the Act”). The Court also declined to accept 
submissions from one of the parties after oral hearing, and made some useful 
comments which serve as a reminder to practitioners of their obligations in that regard. 
 
Facts 
Several orders for costs were made against Zabusky in proceedings by Virgtel 
against Zabusky.  Zabusky sought a stay of the orders for costs until determination of 
the principal proceedings. Daubney J refused the application for a stay of the costs 
orders. 
Zabusky appealed against the decision of Daubney J, though there was no 
appeal against any of the orders for costs which had been made in the principal 
proceedings. The amounts payable under the costs orders had been assessed and 
were enforceable under r 740 of the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 (Qld) 
(“UCPR”). 
Virgtel applied to the Court of Appeal to have Zabusky’s appeal struck out or 
dismissed as incompetent on the basis that the leave required by s 253 of the Act had 
not been obtained from Daubney J for the bringing of the appeal. 
 
Legislation 
Section 253 of the Supreme Court Act 1995 (Qld) provides: 
253  What orders shall not be subject to appeal 
No order made by any judge of the said court by the consent of parties or 
as to costs only which by law are left to the discretion of the judge shall be 
subject to any appeal except by leave of the judge making such order. 
 
It was not in dispute that Zabusky had neither sought nor obtained leave to 
appeal against the refusal of the stay. 
 
Submission 
Virgtel submitted that the appeal against the refusal to stay the execution of the 
costs order was an appeal against an order “as to costs only which by law are left to the 
discretion of the judge”. It argued that s 253 should not be applied as if it read: “No 
order …as to the award of cost only” and that if the order sought to be appealed could 
be said to relate to the costs of proceedings, the section must be complied with. 
 
Analysis 
Keane JA (with whose reasons Fraser JA and Wilson J agreed) referred to the 
important function served by s 253 of the Act, as expressed in the Court of Appeal in 
ASIC v Jorgensen [2009] QCA 20 at 29, namely to “ensure that the primary judge’s 
balancing of discretionary considerations should not be reconsidered on appeal save in 
cases where the primary judge has first addressed the question whether there is good 
reason to allow his or her exercise of the discretion to be reviewed.” 
His Honour considered that the focus of s 253 was upon the exercise of the 
judicial discretion to award costs as between the parties to the litigation or other parties 
involved in the litigation. This was supported by reference to decisions relating to 
counterparts of the provision in England and Wales, which demonstrate they are 
understood to be concerned with orders actually awarding costs:  Scherer v Counting 
Instruments Ltd (Note) [1986] 1 WLR 615 at 621-622; Bankamerica Finance Ltd v Nock 
[1988] AC 1002 at 1010. 
It was emphasised that the decision the subject of the appeal was concerned 
only with the question whether the enforcement of Zabusky’s liability to pay the costs 
should be postponed, having regard to considerations relevant to an application for a 
stay of execution under r 800 of the UCPR or the inherent jurisdiction of the court.  
The application did not seek to revisit the balancing of discretionary 
considerations which informed the making of the orders for costs, or involve the Court of 
Appeal in a review of the discretionary considerations which had been weighed when 
the orders for costs were made in the principal proceedings. 
Although Keane JA agreed that s 253 should not be read down so as to reduce 
its operation in limiting the number of appeals as to costs which may come to the Court 
of Appeal, he said it was also important that the filter should not be applied in an 
artificially expanded way.  
The only connection on the facts before the Court between the refusal of the stay 
and “an order as to costs” was that, historically, the liability the immediate enforcement 
of which Zabusky sought to stay arose pursuant to such an order. The Court found that 
connection to be “too tenuous and remote to characterise the refusal of the stay as an 
‘order as to costs’”. 
 
Order 
The application was dismissed with costs. 
 
Further submission refused 
A document, which was described as a ‘Precis by Virgtel …after Argument…’, 
was delivered after the hearing of the application. The Court had not requested any 
further submissions for any of the parties, nor had leave to make further written 
submissions been sought. Keane JA explained the obligation upon parties in relation to 
the making of submissions to the Court in these terms: 
“It should be understood that the fair and efficient administration of justice 
requires that parties to an application or appeal in this Court make their 
submissions at the hearing afforded them by the Court. That is especially 
so bearing in mind that written submissions will have been received before 
oral argument takes place. In exceptional cases, the Court may, on 
request, grant leave for further written submissions to be made. In this 
case, leave was not sought by Virgtel to deliver a further written 
submission.” 
The Court declined to receive the further submission. 
